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					What Makes a Good Online Casino – the Signs

					
						That is the real question, right? How do you determine that an online casino is actually
							good? The truth is that there are many very important factors that you cannot afford to
							overlook, especially if you’re looking for an online casino where you plan to invest your
							money in. 
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					The Best Casino Sites with Live Dealer Games

					
						Hosting live dealer games in a casino is usually an expensive endeavor. A casino that offers
							live games is guaranteed to enjoy a lot of attention from its players, but it is natural
							that some establishments will be better than others. 
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					The Best Casino for Playing Roulette

					
						Finding an online casino where you can play the best roulette games can prove a bit more
							challenging than anticipated. This, however, is not because the casino choices are too
							limited, but because they are too many. 
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					The Best Mobile Casino Apps with Live Dealer Games

					
						Incorporating live dealer games in a casino app is a very complicated feat that low-level venues
							are unable to achieve. If you encounter a casino app that has live dealer games, it is a pretty
							good tell that the establishment in question is of very high quality. 
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						Online Casino Tips for Beginners and Intermediates 


						What Makes a Good Online Casino – the Signs

						That is the real question, right? How do you determine that an online casino is actually
							good? The truth is that there are many very important factors that you cannot afford to
							overlook, especially if you’re looking for an online casino where you plan to invest your
							money in. This is probably the most important article we’ve ever posted because here, we
							will explain every single detail you need to be aware of before registering and depositing
							your hard-earned cash.

						First, Check the Licenses, Certificates, and Accreditations

						While there are quite a few licensing registrations out there, you should be mindful of two –
							the United Kingdom Gambling Commission and the Malta Gaming Authority. While it is essential
							that online casinos have them, the more important factor is what they stand for. In order
							for a casino to receive a license from the UKGC, they must officially prove that their
							gaming software is tested by industry-verified auditing administrations.


						


					

				


				
					
						
					

				


			


			
				
					 Institutions such as “iTech Labs” and “eCOGRA,” can legitimately verify the “true
						randomness” and cybersecurity of the gaming software present in casinos. While there are
						many other licensing institutions, it is reported that the UKGC and the MGA are the ones
						that strictly abide by their own industry requirements, and it is why casinos that bear the
						seals of those administrations are considered to be “legit.”

					The Quality of the Games

					While many argue that the presence of a large roster is a positive sign of a “good online
						casino,” it is the quality rather than the quantity that makes the real difference. Today, there
						are many software developers and providers of online casino games, but only a few of them are
						known to deliver excellent gaming software. Some of them include Evolution Gaming, Microgaming,
						NetEnt, Yggdrasil, Pragmatic Play, and others. Besides making games that look good and provide
						solid gameplay, those developers themselves possess licenses and certificates validating the
						quality of their software products.

						The presence of live dealer games is also a good clue to whether a casino is good or not. Just
						as with other gaming software, live dealer services must be up to standard when it comes to
						quality. When compared to the developers of instant casino software, live dealer games are much
						more costly to produce, and only the best companies out there are able to provide operators with
						the products they are looking for. If an online casino you like seems to offer live dealer
						gaming, the chances are that it will be much better than casino’s that don’t. 
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				The Best Casino Sites with Live Dealer Games

			


			
				
					
						

					

				


				
					
						Hosting live dealer games in a casino is usually an expensive endeavor. A casino that offers
							live games is guaranteed to enjoy a lot of attention from its players, but it is natural
							that some establishments will be better than others. This statement stems from the fact that
							live dealer service providers are also ranked by the quality of their services. In the
							paragraphs below, we will show you which websites are considered to be the best, based on
							their live dealer provider choice. 

						888 Casino

						
							Evolution Gaming has long been considered to be the best provider of live dealer games in
							the
							world. Because of that, it doesn’t come as a surprise that the company was chosen by the
							highly
							renowned 888 Casino for its services. Here in 888 Casino, players can enjoy a full variety
							of
							live games that include Blackjack, Roulette, Poker, Baccarat, and Game Shows. 888’s live
							dealer
							corner also consists of an “Elite Lounge” where players with “deeper pockets” can choose to
							play
							for higher stakes. 888 Casino is at the top of our list because it also provides its players
							with many live dealer bonuses!

					

				

				
					Rizk Casino

					Another fan-favorite, Rizk Casino, offers more than 80 live dealer games that fall under the
						following categories – High Stakes, Baccarat, Roulette, Popular Games, and Blackjack. Risk is
						definitely an impressive establishment, as it has chosen the live dealer services of not one,
						but two providers – Evolution Gaming and NetEnt Live. Due to the wide variety of game tables and
						betting limits, players here will be able to choose what to play based on their specific budget.
					

					LeoVegas Casino

					When it comes to “provider variety,” LeoVegas certainly takes the cake, as it offers live games
						from five different companies – NetEnt Live, Evolution Gaming, Pragmatic Live, Authentic Gaming,
						and Ezugi! Players will be able to choose from an incredible variety of live dealer tables;
						however, there are two unique features that stand out. The first one is that LeoVegas have
						opened their own branded section within the Evolution live studio called “Chambre Separee.” The
						second one is the fact that through Authentic Gaming, players can actually bet on games
						live-streamed from land-based casinos in real-time!

					Grosvenor Casino

					
						Although the approximately 20 live dealer games offered by Grosvenor Casino aren’t many, they
						were carefully selected by the operator. People that are interested in playing some live dealer
						games here will have a choice between many variants of Poker, Baccarat, Roulette, and Blackjack.
						The live dealer category of this casino is made possible by two providers – Evolution Gaming and
						NetEnt Live. 

					Casumo Casino

					
						Casumo Casino is recognized in another list of ours, by offering the live dealer titles of
						NetEnt Live and Evolution Gaming. On the website of Casumo, players will see that there are 20
						live dealer games, including Blackjack, Caribbean Stud Poker, Deal or No Deal, Club Room
						Roulette, and a lot more. While the number of games doesn’t look that impressive, people will
						discover the full number of tables once they join the casino and open up the live lobbies. 
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						The Best Casino for Playing Roulette

						Finding an online casino where you can play the best roulette games can prove a bit more
							challenging than anticipated. This, however, is not because the casino choices are too
							limited, but because they are too many. Some of the online casinos offer the most roulette
							variants, while others have the best live roulettes, and so on. Because of the specific
							nature of the topic in this article, we will explore and list a number of online casinos
							that excel in one particular “Roulette branch.” Although our examples will focus on “real
							money wagering,” we will also mention which versions of roulette can be played for free.
						

						The “Best Overall” Roulette Venue – 888 Casino

						When it comes to a balanced selection of roulette games, 888 Casino makes it to the top of
							this list. They offer approximately 15 roulette titles, which include classic variations of
							roulette such as American, European, French, Super Stakes, and quite a few others. 888 also
							offers some live dealer roulette games, and although they also provide an excellent variety,
							they aren’t as plentiful as those of other operators. Taking into consideration the
							different versions, bet limits, and general availability, the roulette games of 888 Casino
							are the most balanced and are highly recommended for beginner players. 

					

				

				
					
						
					

				

				
					
						JackpotCity – The Best Roulette Bonuses


						JackpotCity has some roulette titles and even a few in its live dealer section. What makes
							this entry worthy for our list is the fact that the casino offers a massive welcome bonus to
							players that want to play roulette. Not just that – the bonus itself is spread over the
							first four deposits a player makes, which helps the player achieve longer gaming sessions.
							Bear in mind that while JackpotCity does “shine” with its bonus offer, there are still
							wagering requirements that need to be met if you expect to get your roulette winnings cashed
							out. 

						The Live Roulette Games – Best in Betway Casino

						Although Betway employs the services of more than one live dealer games provider, it is the
							number of roulette variants that make it stand out on our list. With more than 20 live
							roulette games, Betway offers players exotic options such as Double Ball, Bollywood,
							Premier, Multi-Wheel, and others. If you’re looking for the best live roulette experience,
							then Betway may just be your first choice. 

						PlayAmo Has the Most Roulette Games

						You can’t beat roulette quantity when you’re talking about PlayAmo casino. This online
							gambling venue sports approximately 70 roulette games! Granted, some of those might be of
							the live dealer variety, but PlayAmo casino still remains as the Internet’s most “roulette
							rich” establishment. One of the best features here is that you can play most of the roulette
							games for free – all you would have to do is register a free account. If you feel like you
							would like to see how the live dealer roulette of PlayAmo function, simply open a lobby.
							Once you have an account, you can open a live roulette stream without being required to make
							a deposit!
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					The Best Mobile Casino Apps with Live Dealer Games

					Incorporating live dealer games in a casino app is a very complicated feat that low-level venues
						are unable to achieve. If you encounter a casino app that has live dealer games, it is a pretty
						good tell that the establishment in question is of very high quality. Mobile compatibility must
						come from the developers of live dealer games, then from the casino’s app developers. Below, you
						will learn more about, which are the current best apps that offer live dealer compatibility!

					The Mobile App of Mr Green

					Mr Green is a casino that has made the wise decision of developing an app that features all of
						its “best hits,” including the live dealer games. The tables come courtesy of NetEnt Live and
						Evolution Gaming, which means that the games will be highly optimized, and will automatically
						adapt their interface to fit the screen of almost any device. The Mr Green app features
						approximately 30 live games and is available for download from the casino’s official website,
						and it comes compatible with the operating systems Android and iOS. 

				

				
					An App by Unibet Casino

					Another highlight in our list, the Unibet live app features almost all of the live dealer games
						of Evolution Gaming. The Blackjack tables alone number more than 40, and as expected of
						Evolution’s live app, the games are all highly optimized for mobile use. Although great,
						Unibet’s app has a significant drawback – it is available only for devices that run on the iOS
						operating system. Players that own any of Apple’s mobile devices (iPhone or iPad) will be able
						to download and install the app from iTunes; Android users, however, will have to make do with
						the browser version of the casino.

					Casumo’s App Is almost Identical to the Website

					The fact that the app looks almost exactly like the casino’s website is definitely one of
						Casumo’s highlights! The app comes readily available for both iOS and Android device users and
						contains virtually the entire roster of Evolution Gaming and a couple of tables made by NetEnt
						Live. While Evolution’s lobby is filled with approximately 50 titles, NetEnt doesn’t even
						feature a lobby – it has just one version of Blackjack and a single Roulette table. A small
						additional drawback here is that while Evolution’s live dealer games can be played in “portrait
						mode” on any supported mobile device, NetEnt’s games can be played only in “landscape
						orientation.” Regardless of these minor limitations, the mobile casino app of Casumo still
						remains as one of the best on the market today!

					William Hill Offers a Dedicated Live App

					
						Some casinos decide to create an app that is exclusively used for live dealer gaming – such is
						the case with William Hill casino. Mobile players who like live dealer games will be impressed
						by the app itself, which boasts approximately 30 titles provided by Evolution Gaming. Those will
						include the game show title “Dream Catcher” and also quite a few variants of classic games such
						as Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat, and Poker. The app itself runs smoothly and provides a
						completely seamless experience; sadly, it is supported only by Apple’s iOS devices. 
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						 Read on how to chose the best online casino and what makes a online casino good or bad.
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